Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGM_John (Bagpipes.wav)

K`nan_Fud says:
#::arriving on the Astoria, a battered old freighter of questionable repute ::

CSO_Gol says:
@::on starbase at funeral proceedings::

CMOLinard says:
@::stands next to Triton at funeral::

CE_Susman says:
:: at the Bridge of the Hayden, doing last testing before he definitely leaves the ship ::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: standing at the funeral ::

K`nan_Fud says:
@:::Leaves ship and in passing sets down bags for a bit of a rest ::

Host XOmathews says:
@::standing at the funeral::

Zac_Kent says:
@::Looking at the coffin of his sister .. having a tears to his eye ::

Host AGM_John (Baggrace.mid)

FC_Triton says:
@::standing away form funeral group near viewport::

Zac_Kent says:
@:: holding Maria's hand ::

K`nan_Fud says:
#::picks up some bags and moves on, as if to come back for the others later ::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: standing in dress uniform.. thought that this would be an happy reunion.. didn't turn out that way ::

Cns_Tyler says:
::walking around near the docking bay::

K`nan_Fud says:
@:::Moves off to an observation port and sets down bags ::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Take a look around.. Can see that a lot of people are in pain.. they are gonna need help..::

K`nan_Fud says:
#::goes back and retrieves some more bags ::

CE_Susman says:
:: stands at the bridge and looks the funeral through the screen ::

Cns_Tyler says:
::wanders through an open hatchway and onto the ship::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Not crying but looking almost to the point.::

K`nan_Fud says:
@::Upon reaching observation port sets down bags and sits down heavily upon them ::

CMOLinard says:
@::goes to Triton at the viewport...lays a hand on his shoulder..whispers:: Triton: Hey.....you ok?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Stepping up:: Aloud: My dear friends.. we are gathered her today to honor a lost friend of our who give her life to save ours..

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>::listening to the eulogy ::

Zac_Kent says:
@:: trying to not to cry ::

FC_Triton says:
@::looks at Kathleen and whispers:: Yes dear, I'm fine I just like standing alone at these things...

Cns_Tyler says:
::walks down the corridor and enters the TL::TL: Bridge

CMOLinard says:
@::smiles and pats his shoulder:: Triton: Ok, hun.....I'll be over here if you need me

CTO_Derek says:
@::Wonders who will stop him from breaking into one of his psychotic periods now that Anna is gone::

MO_Asimov says:
@ALOUD: We will miss you Anna.. you were our counselor.. you were our ear when we needed to talk.. you were our friend.. ...

MO_Asimov says:
@:: step down.. ::

CMOLinard says:
@::rejoins group...feeling intense sorry and trying not to let the lump in her own throat choke her up::

Zac_Kent says:
@:: This bring another tears to his eye.. ::

Cns_Tyler says:
::exits TL and walks onto the bridge::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: Remembering when Anna had first come aboard the Hayden.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::steps up::

Cns_Tyler says:
@<Maria> ::puts an arm around her husband::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@All: It is always difficult to lose a crewmate

CSO_Gol says:
@::nods in agreement::

Zac_Kent says:
@:: take a deep look at his wife.. .. .. try to hide his pain.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Thinks if he moves he'll burst into tears::

Cns_Tyler says:
::looks around the bridge... only sees one officer::CE: Excuse me Lt. ? I was told to report to the Captain.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@All: It is especially hard to lose one as talented as Anna Kent

CE_Susman says:
CNS: Yes.. She's in a funeral right now. I'm in command now. Welcome to the USS Hayden. :: offers hand ::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: Look at all the others.. see some new face.. recognize some old.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a ship appears at the edge of sensor reading range

Host CO_Wendy says:
@All: We will miss her and I for one will remember her fondly

Cns_Tyler says:
@<Maria>::gives Zac an understanding look and squeezes his hand::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: listening to the Captain's eulogy.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::steps down...nods to XO indicating that he's next::

Host XOmathews says:
@Aloud: Anna was my wife, my friend and I loved her more than anyone, Anna, I will miss you everyday for the rest of my life

Zac_Kent says:
@:: Can't stop the flow of tears coming down from his eyes.. ::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>::Look at Mathews.. this experience will hurt him.. he knows it.. ::

CMOLinard says:
@::gets choked up..remembering her fiancee's funeral 3 years ago::

Cns_Tyler says:
::takes the CE's hand::CE: Dr. Tyria Tyler, thank you.

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Wish he could have done more to save her.. .. remembering the funeral of his first wife.. ::

Host XOmathews says:
@::forgets what he was going to say and falls to his knees::

CE_Susman says:
<Hayden TAC> CE: I'm reading a ship nearby, 054 mark 6

K`nan_Fud says:
@::triggers a concealed device setting off two sets of bombs ::

CE_Susman says:
CNS: Chief Engineer Dario Susman, at your service.. As long as I stay here. I'm leaving the ship after the funeral

CE_Susman says:
H-Tac: What ship?

Zac_Kent says:
@:: Look at the coffin.. thinking "Why her.. why ????? "::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: bombs explode at air lock and docking ring to station

CE_Susman says:
<Hayden TAC> CE: Unknown

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::goes up and helps XO off the platform::

CMOLinard says:
@::sees XO falter and goes to him and helps him up::

K`nan_Fud says:
@::is sucked out the opening where the Observation window and Docking collars used to be ::

MO_Asimov (Explode !.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: Feel the station Rocking.. ::

Cns_Tyler says:
CE: I'm sorry that I'm not going to get the opportunity to get to know you. I wish you luck in your new venture.

CTO_Derek says:
@::Looks around and swears::WHY NOW!!!

MO_Asimov says:
@Aloud: What the ... ???

CE_Susman says:
TAC: Yellow Alert!.. Shields up!

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::falls when the station rocks::

Zac_Kent says:
@:: look around.. doesn't understand what's happening ::

FC_Triton says:
@::leans against wall as stations rumbles::

Host AGM_John says:
<TAC> aye sir shields up!

CSO_Gol says:
@::looks around::

CE_Susman says:
CNS: Thanks.. But have a seat.. Seems that we'll get some fun

CTO_Derek says:
@*Dario*What was that?>

Host XOmathews says:
@::ignores what is happening::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@*Hayden* Report!

CE_Susman says:
OPS: Recall the officers

Zac_Kent says:
@Maria: We should go..

FC_Triton says:
@::runs to Hayden::

Cns_Tyler says:
::nods to the CE and sits in a vacant seat::CE: What's happening?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Approach the CO:: CO: Sir.. I'll see if they need my help anywhere on the station..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: ship approaches station at High speed

CE_Susman says:
*CTO*: The base seems to be attacked. The docking bay has been bombed

Cns_Tyler says:
@<Maria>Zac: Yes, dear, I think you're right

Host CO_Wendy says:
@MO: Acknowledged

CSO_Gol says:
@::thinks poor Austin as if losing his wife wasn't enough::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>::; Looking around.. approach a panel and say that the Station has been damaged.. ::

CE_Susman says:
CNS: That's something I want to know. 

Host CO_Wendy says:
@All: I suggest we all return to our posts

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:MO: The explosion is located in the Observation Lounge.. follow me..

FC_Triton says:
@::enters Hayden takes TL to bridge::

CE_Susman says:
*Zaldivar*: Buddy, come back.. We've problems

MO_Asimov says:
@Jexta: Aye.. ::follow Jexta ::

Zac_Kent says:
@:: leave the room.. quickly.. ::

Host XOmathews says:
@::pulls pips and commbadge off:: CO: I resign

CTO_Derek says:
@::Flips around and starts jogging towards the Hayden yelling back::I gotta go my condolences::A tears slide out of his eye::

Cns_Tyler says:
::turns around and studies the console...looks like Greek to her::

FC_Triton says:
::enters bridge takes helm:: CE: what the heck was that?

PiratCO says:
$::Orders a full weapons attack on the station and all vessels docked at her ::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Running through Corridor.. trying to reach the damaged area.. quickly pick up a medical pack.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@XO: You're under a lot of stress ... how about we call it a leave of absence

CE_Susman says:
*Wendyway*: Captain, we are in yellow alert. I ask you to come to the ship, please

CMOLinard says:
@::makes for Hayden running fast::

CSO_Gol @::runs to nearest TL:: TL: Docking collar 2. (Deck.wav)

PiratCO (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
@*CE; on my way

CTO_Derek (Yellow Alert.wav)

CE_Susman says:
FCO: Someone put a bomb around here

Jexta says:
@:: Reach the area where the explosion as occurs.. see that some people have been injured .. feel rocked again.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: torpedoes begin exploding against Station shields

Host XOmathews says:
@::remains by the coffin::

PiratCO $::Fires again :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Jexta says:
@:: wonder what those people wants.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Runs into Hayden::

Cns_Tyler says:
::watches as officers begin to report for duty::

CE_Susman says:
*CSO* Gol, please come back to the ship. 

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Approach wounded.. try to treat them ::

FC_Triton says:
::begins disengage procedures:: ALL CREW: Disengage from station in 1 minute!!!

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Derrak hits debris and falls

PiratCO $::fires another run strafing :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::pats XO's shoulder awkwardly:: XO: We have to return to the ship

CSO_Gol says:
@*CEO* The docking collar is damaged can you beam us aboard?

Jexta says:
@Asimov: We need to move them out of here.. .. it's too dangerous.. !!!

CTO_Derek says:
::Shouts::Wendy I can fly::Hits ground::

MO_Asimov says:
@Jexta: I agree.. I think we could move them to the Hayden Sickbay..

Host XOmathews says:
@::hands the pips and commbadge to the CO:: CO: Not me

CTO_Derek says:
::Gets up dazed::

PiratCO $:::Fires again a new underbelly run :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CE_Susman says:
*CSO*: Surely :: goes over OPS and beams Gol and the others back to the Hayden ::

MO_Asimov says:
@*Starbase*: We have wounded here.. is your transporter system still active ?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: seals are rupturing between ship and dock

Jexta says:
@:: Feel the station rock again.. wondering what's telling so long for the others to fight whatever's out there off.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
::Looks around::Holy $!&$

PiratCO $::Makes a another run :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
@XO: Like I said, we'll consider it a leave of absence for now. Until you're in a better state to decide, I'll hold these for you... Meanwhile, I have to try and get back to the ship. Will you be alright?

CE_Susman says:
FCO: Well.. Emergency undocking procedure!

Host XOmathews says:
@CO: The baby!, where is the embryo?

CTO_Derek says:
::Leaps out of airlock and closes the blast door::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@*Hayden* I need to get aboard ... can you beam me there?

FC_Triton says:
::Emergency unlock procedure...takes Hayden away form SB 69::

PiratCO $:::Targets the main reactor cores of station :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CE_Susman says:
*CO*: Beaming immediately :: beams the CO up ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: pirat ship come by for another pass

MO_Asimov says:
@:: feel another rock.. ::

CE_Susman (beam_out.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
@XO: Your baby must have died with Anna ... I'm sorry...

CMOLinard says:
@CO: The baby is doing fine sir.....I checked Maria before the funeral and the embryo has settle in nicely.....it will be fine sir

Host CO_Wendy says:
@CMO: Acknowledged

FC_Triton says:
CE: Hayden moving is moving away....

PiratCO $::fires on the Hayden :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Jexta says:
@:: continue to evacuate people from damaged area.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::feels the transporter take effect::

CTO_Derek says:
*Dario*:Beam me up or tell the idiot of a TAC to return fire!!!

Jexta says:
@:: pass by the area where the ceremony was.. wonder what the Captain and the other are still doing here.. ::

Cns_Tyler says:
::watches the crews quick action...unsure what to make of it::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Hayden is hit

Host XOmathews says:
@::realizes the CO wasn't told about it::

CE_Susman says:
TAC: Return the fire! :: beams Derek up ::

Host AGM_John (Explode !.wav)

PiratCO says:
$::Fires more at the Hayden :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
::heads to bridge::

CTO_Derek says:
::Runs for TL and steps out on bridge::

CSO_Gol says:
::heads to bridge::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::enters bridge:: All: Report!

CSO_Gol ::exits TL and returns to science station:: (Deck.wav)

CTO_Derek ::Shoves the TAC out of the way and fires:: (ShipPhasers.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@:: execute site to site transport to the station sickbay::

PiratCO $::Makes another run and wishes his reports had been more recent:: (A_Grace.wav)

CE_Susman says:
:: moves over Engineering I and starts repairs :: CO: Shields at 80%. An unknown ship is attacking

Cns_Tyler says:
::quickly moves out of Gols way::CSO: Excuse me Lt.

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CNS* Report to the bridge

PiratCO says:
$::Orders retreat ::

Jexta says:
@:: See that Captain Wendyway has been beamed out.. ::

CTO_Derek (Torpedo.wav)

FC_Triton says:
::Moves Hayden clear of SB 69 begins evasive maneuvers::

Cns_Tyler says:
CO: Captain, Dr. Tyria Tyler reporting for duty Ma'am.

Host AGM_John says:
<PiratTac>CO: there is a federation Starship moving out

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: No problem, thanks for the help. I'll ask your name in a moment.

FC_Triton says:
CO: Under fire Sir. Initiating basic evasive now.

PiratCO says:
PiratFCO: Move us out max warp

CTO_Derek (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
::sees the crew look at her oddly ... looks around ...notes the CNS is on the bridge::

CSO_Gol says:
::Begins scanning other ship for weaknesses::

Cns_Tyler says:
::nods at the CSO::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Taking care of patient.. as they come into sickbay ::

CTO_Derek says:
Pir.:Attack at one of my friends funeral!I think not

Host AGM_John says:
< PiratFCO>CO aye sir

PiratCO says:
$PiratTAC : Cloak

Jexta says:
@:: Continue to help injured and evacuate them for damaged area.. ::

CTO_Derek (Cloaking Device.wav)

Jexta says:
@:: pass by the coffin area again.. see Matthew still standing there.. approach him ::

Host AGM_John says:
$<TAC> aye sir engaging cloak

FC_Triton says:
CO: shall I engage them or just evade their fire?

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: Can someone tell me what the hell is going on?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: scan wounded.. this one is dead.. ::

Jexta says:
@Matthews: Commander.. are you alright ?

CMOLinard says:
@XO: I know this is a futile question....but are you going to be ok?

CE_Susman says:
CO: Shields at 80%. Unknown ship attacking

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta&CMO: I hope so, and it's not commander anymore

Cns_Tyler says:
::moves out of the way and watches the crew in action::

Jexta says:
@:: see Lt Linard.. .. she look familiar.. ::Mathews: You've got to let the pain go.. it's not your fault if she's dead..

CMOLinard says:
@Matthews: you resigned?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Move on to the next patient.. lifesigns are faint.. not sure if he will make it through .. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CE: What weapons does the unknown ship have?

CSO_Gol says:
::patches Ops systems into science console, feeds additional power to sensors, tactical, and shields cuts power to replicators and reduces power to other non-
essential systems::

Host Mathews says:
@::stands up:: Jexta&CMO: I can't help but think there was something I could've done

CE_Susman says:
CO: Disruptors and photon torpedoes.. 

CTO_Derek says:
Wendy:They cloaked they can't fight until uncloaking too

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Sometimes, there is nothing that you can do.. Nothing.. and trying to culpabilize yourself won't help.. believe me.. I know..

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Are you reading any tachyon emissions?

CSO_Gol says:
::scan::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Managed to saved this one for now.. still in critical condition but he might live.. move to next patient.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Yes, but are they a threat to us? Do they match us in weapons/shields?

CTO_Derek says:
Wendy:Course I can't blow them into space dust::Getting steamed::

Jexta says:
@:: Look at Lt. Linard.. trying to tell her discretely that he will take over it.. ::

CMOLinard says:
@::shakes head:: Mathews: I wish the same thing.......her life was in my hands....but the damage was done ...I was too late

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Yes captain, attempting to get a lock and plot their next move.

CE_Susman says:
:: changes an inducer from the shields and repairs the damaged shield grid ::

MO_Asimov says:
@*CMO*: Asimov to Dr. Linard.. we could use your help here.. there is too many wounded ..

CTO_Derek says:
Wendy:Well they cloaked when we started to leave so at least just a little weaker than us

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Very good

FC_Triton says:
CO: If the ship returns do we stay near and protect the station or move away hoping to draw them away?

MO_Asimov says:
@*CMO*: Are you still on the starbase ?

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Continue to heal a patient.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged

PiratCO says:
$PirateCTO: Ready ?

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta&CMO: I don't think I can stay here, in Starfleet, too many memories

CSO_Gol says:
CTO: Forwarding flight plan analysis of aggressor ship. ::forwards plans to Tac console::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Pirat ship materializes off stearn

PiratCO says:
$PirateCTO: Drop Cloak and fire a full spread at their engineering sections

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Leaving won't help you.. you will only be running away from your mistakes.. remember what happened to the Callisto ?.. you were there weren't you ?

CTO_Derek All:Brace for impact!!! (ShipPhasers.wav)

PiratCO (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_Derek (Pulse Phasers.wav)

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta: I have the baby to consider

PiratCO fires:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@:: continue to work with patient.. will this one live.. ::

CMOLinard says:
@*MO* Yes, doctor I'm still here......I didn't make it to the ship.

CE_Susman (redalert.wav)

CTO_Derek (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Return fire ... target their weapons array

PiratCO says:
$PiratCTO: Fire at their eng nacelles

Jexta says:
@Mathews: And do you think that this baby would like to know that his father quit Starfleet because he thought he was responsible for killing his mother ? Do you ?

PiratCTO says:
$PiratCO: Waiting for it! ::targets the warp nacelles and fires::

CTO_Derek Targets weapons and fires:: (Torpedo.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Hail the attacking ship

CSO_Gol says:
::finds small weak spot in shields on underbelly of aggressor ship::

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Look.. I know we haven't seen each other in a long while.. and that now is not the time to catch up.. but if there is something I remember for you is that you were always the one looking up at things..

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta: I don't want this baby to lose me like I lost Anna

CSO_Gol CO: Hailing. (Hailing.wav)

PiratCO says:
$::Orders evasive ::

FC_Triton says:
CO: Orders Sir?

PiratCTO says:
$PiratCO: They are hailing us... shall I fire against them some more? ::grins::

MO_Asimov says:
@*CMO*: Doctor.. we could use your help in the starbase sickbay.. there is still a lot of seriously wounded..

PiratCO says:
$PirateCTO: Why not ?

PiratCO says:
$::checks readouts of damage ::

PiratCTO says:
$::laughs:: CO: With pleasure! ::hoping their shields will give in at last::

Jexta says:
@Mathews: I understand your feelings.. but remember that you joined Starfleet for people like your baby.. to protect them.. to give them a chance to live.. now's not the 
time to give all up because you're in pain...

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Report

CSO_Gol says:
CO: They're not answering our hails, shall I run continuous hails?

CE_Susman says:
CO: No damage

MO_Asimov says:
@Aloud: Bring this guy over here.. :;pointing to a seriously wounded man.. ::

PiratCO says:
$PirateTac: can you tell how they are beaming through the shields ?

FC_Triton says:
::Slaves CTO console to Helm, after Derek is called off::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: I've found a weak spot in their shields, it's on their underbelly, aft-starboard side.

Cns_Tyler says:
CSO: Is there something I could do to help you?

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta: Maybe I'll come back someday but for now, I'm needed as a father

PiratCO says:
$PiratTac : Fire !!

PiratCTO says:
$PiratCO: ::looks worried for a second:: Well... who, me?

FC_Triton says:
CO: there weapons are having minimal effect...shield holding

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: yes, run continuous hails ... If we target the weak spot, what will we damage?

PiratCTO says:
$::continues firing as requested::

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Than I will support your decision as a friend.. but for now.. we need your help.. do it for Anna.. that's what she would have wanted..

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Yes please take Ops, and what is your name?

PiratCO says:
$PirateCTO: Yes, we can them beam a nice present to them <EG>

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Hayden takes another hit

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Try to save another patient.. will this one make it.. ::

PiratCTO says:
$::continues targeting their nacelles in order to try to disable them::

CMOLinard says:
@*MO*: Acknowledged.....CO: What is our status?..is it possible for me to come aboard?

Host CO_Wendy says:
Triton: continue to target their weapons

Host AGM_John (Explode !.wav)

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta: What do you need?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::holds on to chair as the ship rocks::

PiratCTO says:
$PiratCO: Hmmmmm I heard something about a phasic device in order to beam through shields... do you think we might have any here?

FC_Triton says:
::target weapons and maneuver for better field of fir::

CE_Susman says:
:: runs system check 3256 ::

FC_Triton says:
::FIRE full phaser spread::

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Your crew need you.... we need to find a way to help them figure out where are those cloaked Pirate..

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Unfortunately their life support systems, however we would have enough time to rescue them if they drop shields afterward.

Cns_Tyler says:
::sits down at ops and looks over the console:: CSO: Tyria... Dr. Tryia Tyler

PiratCTO says:
$PiratCO: Their shields are at 70%, power is failing them

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Do it

CE_Susman says:
CO: Shields at 70%... And falling

PiratCO says:
$PirateCTO: no, but we could hetrodyne onto their carrier though , a nice antimatter bomb :::grins ::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Nice to meet you Dr. Tyler.

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Come with me to the Command Center..they could use your help..

CE_Susman says:
:: activates secondary shield generators and routs more WPS power to the EPS ::

PiratCTO says:
$PirateCO: Want me to go? ::grins::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Pirat ship is hit

Host CO_Wendy says:
Triton ... coordinate with Gol to target the weak spot in that ship

Host Mathews says:
@::follows Jexta::

CSO_Gol ::fires at weak spot:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@:: managing to save another patient ... look around.. things look better for now.. wonder how the Hayden is doing .. ::

PiratCO says:
$PirateCTO: no the bomb should be enough ::chuckles::

PiratCTO says:
$::braces her console for support as the ship rocks from the hit::

Jexta says:
@:: run to the Command Center of the Starbase.. request Station commander to take Tactical.. ::

PiratCO says:
$PirateFCO: Evasives !!

CSO_Gol ::fires again:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

FC_Triton says:
CSO: I'll thank you to pick my targets but please don't pull the trigger, Grins::

PiratCTO says:
$PirateCO: Shields holding.... ::disappointed:: Ok... so just the bomb, right?

Cns_Tyler says:
::smiles at the CSO... then turns back to the console and begins reallocating power to crucial systems::

MO_Asimov says:
@*CMO*: Asimov to Linard.. things have calm down now.. more patient are stable here.. any news from the Hayden ?

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Sorry, I'm a bit trigger happy!

PiratCO says:
$Pirate CTO: That should do them nicely

PiratCTO says:
$::coordinates with the guys downstairs for the availability of a nice pretty bomb::

FC_Triton says:
::Engage Attack Pattern Alpha 5-a::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: torpedo rips through the port nacelle of the pirat ship

Host Mathews says:
@::takes second tac station next to Jexta:: Jexta: How've you been anyway?

Host CO_Wendy says:
@*CMO* We are under attack ... you'll have to wait until we can drop our shields

CSO_Gol says:
::forwards data readout to FCO::

PiratCTO says:
$::turns to the boss:: PirateCO: Ouch!!! They destroyed our port nacelle... We have the toy, shall we send it over?

FC_Triton says:
::Continue to fire phaser burst at CSO's designated coordinates::

PiratCO says:
@::orders ship to be placed on other side of station ::

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Busy.. ::smile :: .. I think that the Pirate's ship week point is on their nacelle.. can you lock a torpedo on it.. ?

CMOLinard says:
@*CO*: Acknowledged

PiratCO says:
$PiratCTO: as soon as they try a transport

Host CO_Wendy says:
*Transporter Room* Prepare to beam survivors of the pirate ship aboard

PiratCTO says:
$::tries to divert power in order to fix the mess... all systems are failing::

CE_Susman says:
CO: their port nacelle is broke!.. We have to run out!

Host Mathews says:
@::fires::

PiratCTO says:
$PirateCO: Bomb ready and standing by... ouch those #%^@!

MO_Asimov (Torpedo.wav)

FC_Triton says:
::Keeps pace with maneuvering pirate ship:: Self: They aren't getting away from me!

Host AGM_John says:
Action: station misses

CSO_Gol says:
<Pirate Ship> Please return our hails!

FC_Triton says:
CO: Do I continue firing?

CE_Susman says:
FCO: What the hell are you doing?.. Get us the hell off!!.. That ship is going to explode!

Jexta says:
@:: Check:: XO: Miss.. .. I'm firing phasers.. fire another torpedo on their nacelle..

CMOLinard says:
@::heads to SB sickbay to offer any help::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FC: What is the status of the ship?

Jexta (Phaser (3 bursts).wav)

PiratCO says:
$PirateCTO: send the station a nice present now

FC_Triton says:
CO: 1 Nacelle heavily damaged all systems failing

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Back us off

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Looking at patients.. recomforting a few of them ::

CE_Susman says:
:: YELLS :: THAT SHIP IS GOING TO EXPLODE!!!

Cns_Tyler says:
::prepares transporters and tries to lock onto their signals::CO: Transporter is ready captain.

Host Mathews says:
@::fires continually shouting with every torpedo::

PiratCTO says:
$::beaming the bomb through the Hayden's ship::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: power is backing up in Pirat ship.....warp core is critical

MO_Asimov (Quantum Torpedo.wav)

PiratCTO says:
$PirateCO: Present has been delivered

FC_Triton says:
::disengages form dog fight moves away full impulse:: CO: moving away full impulse

PiratCTO says:
$PirateCO: Do we have something looking like an escape pod, btw?\

PiratCO says:
$CTO : Eject warp core

Jexta says:
@:: firing again .. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: and surprise appears in engineering

Host CO_Wendy says:
FC: Acknowledged

Jexta (Phaser (3 bursts).wav)

PiratCTO says:
$PirateCO: Aye, sir!! ::ejects warp core::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: pirat ship explodes

PiratCO says:
$CTO: Cloak

Host CO_Wendy says:
Ops: have we been able to beam any of the pirates onboard?

Host Mathews says:
@::fires on warp core as it is ejected::

Host AGM_John (Explode !.wav)

CMOLinard says:
@::enters sickbay:: MO: How are things going Doctor?....

FC_Triton says:
CO: Pirate ship has just exploded!

Host AGM_John says:
Action: bomb in engineering ticks

CSO_Gol says:
CO: The pirate ships hull is about to breach.

Cns_Tyler says:
CO: No sir, we didn't get them.

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: We have 5 deaths,12 patients who are critically wounded.. the others are consider stable for now.. ..

FC_Triton says:
CO: I just detected an unauthorized transport into our engineering level!

Host CO_Wendy says:
Ops: acknowledged

Host Mathews says:
@::still firing:: Computer: Music!

Host CO_Wendy says:
FC: Get a team down there stat!

Jexta says:
@Mathews: We've done it ! .. Just like the old days..

CE_Susman says:
CO: I'm going down :: heads to the turbolift ::

Host AGM_John says:
TICK...Tick...Tick

FC_Triton says:
*TAC*: Beta team to Engineering Now!

CMOLinard says:
@MO: understood.....::checks on critically wounded::

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta: Yes!, ::goes silent:: the old days

CE_Susman TL: Main Engineering (turbolift.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@CMO: Have you receive any news from the Hayden.. ?

FC_Triton says:
*ALL Crew Engineering*: Evacuate your stations immediately!

Jexta says:
@:: See that there is something strange.. beep coming from computer :: Mathews: Something's not right..

CE_Susman says:
:: reaches Main Engineering, runs to room, takes a tricorder and scans the bomb ::

Jexta (Console2.wav)

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Check the patient ::

Cns_Tyler says:
::stares down at the console::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Ops: notify our CMO and MO that they can beam aboard as soon as we discover what was beamed on board

CMOLinard says:
@MO: Last I heard they were under attack...but I overheard reports on the station say the pirate ship is destroyed

FC_Triton says:
*<Tac Johnson>* CE: what can e do sir?

Cns_Tyler says:
CO: Aye sir

Host Mathews says:
@:Jexta: I'll hail the Hayden *Hayden* What is your status?

CE_Susman says:
TAC: Have you ever beamed a bomb out?

Jexta says:
@Mathews: An explosive device was beamed from the Pirate ship 30 seconds before it exploded.. .. .. it was beam into the Hayden Engineering !

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Their is a bomb in engineering I suggest we drop shields and beam it into space, quickly.

Jexta says:
@Mathews: Tell them to lower their shield right now.. I'll put a lock on it !

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Do it!

FC_Triton says:
CO: I recommend we move away form SB 69 incase we fail in disarm!

FC_Triton says:
::lower shields::

Host Mathews says:
@*Hayden* Lower your shields

Host CO_Wendy says:
FC: good idea

Cns_Tyler says:
Comm *Cmo/Mo: You may beam aboard as soon as we identify an object that was beamed aboard

Jexta says:
@::Activate transporter ::

CSO_Gol says:
::lowers shields beams bomb as far away as possible::

Jexta (Transporter.wav)

FC_Triton says:
::Moves away form SB 69 full impulse::

CE_Susman says:
:: goes over his panel, shut a shield cell and beams the bomb into space ::

Jexta says:
@:: beam bomb into space ::

Host AGM_John (Explode !.wav)

CMOLinard says:
@::taps badge:: *OPS* acknowledged

Host AGM_John says:
Action: shockwave approaching

FC_Triton says:
::Flips Hayden and tries to avoid shockwave::

Host Mathews says:
@Jexta: I think it blew up in the buffer

CE_Susman says:
:::dammit... I'll never use that inducer...::*FCO*: Get us the hell out!!!

Host CO_Wendy says:
*All hands*: Brace for impact

Jexta says:
@Mathews: I don't think so.. hold on.. incoming shockwave..

CSO_Gol says:
CO: We need to raise shields, shockwave approaching, advise SB.

FC_Triton says:
All: brace for impact I might not out run it!

Host CO_Wendy says:
FC: Can we go to warp?

Host Mathews says:
@::raises shields to max::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Raise shields

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Look at patient.. talk with Station MO's ::

CSO_Gol says:
COM<SB 69> Raise shields a level 10 shockwave is approaching.

Host CO_Wendy says:
FC: put our stearn to the shockwave, we'll try to surf it out

FC_Triton says:
CO: no sir Nacelle is damaged!

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


